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ABSTRACT Secondary frequency control systems, such as Automatic Generation Control (AGC), are
used in interconnected power grids. However, when a system failure causes systems to separate into zones
(islands), AGC can no longer be used, and the primary frequency control is the only control available.
Moreover, load changes may cause frequency drop in some areas and over-frequency in other areas.
Therefore, the goal in this article will be to design a neural network-based proportional, integral, and
derivative (PID) controller in the primary control architecture to control the over frequency condition. The
proposed controller is adaptively optimized in two stages by the honey badger algorithm (HBA). In the
first stage, the PID controller gain values are optimized by the HBA algorithm for different values of
load loss. While in the second stage, a feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) is trained to match
the tie-line measured power to the corresponding optimized HBA-PID gains obtained in the first stage.
Finally, the proposed controller is implemented on a two-area interconnected thermal power system. The
proposed controller results qualitatively outperform one of the best tuningmethods, the Ziegler-Nichols (ZN)
approach, and they show that the proposed controller has better dynamic responses with minimal frequency
deviations and fast settling time, creating and guaranteeing a margin of stability for the closed loop.

INDEX TERMS Primary control, over frequency control, PID controller, ANN, honey badger algorithm,
two-area system.

ABBREVIATIONS
AGC Automatic Generation Control
PID Proportional–Integral Derivative
HBA Honey Badger Algorithm
ANN Artificial Neural Network
ZN Ziegler-Nichols
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
LP Low-Pressure
IP Intermediate-Pressure
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HP High-Pressure
CV Control Valves
IV Intercept Valves
MHC Mechanical-Hydraulic Control
IVOB IV Opening Bias
MLP Multi-Layer Perception

LIST OF SYMBOLS
T1 Transfer function of the inlet steam chest
T2 Transfer function of the reheater
T3 Transfer function of the crossover
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TCH Time constant of the inlet steam chest
TRH Time constant of the reheater
TCO Time constant of the crossover
Pm Mechanical power
TSR Time constant of the speed relay
TSM Time constant of the control valve servo

motor
TSI Time constant of the intercept valve

servo motor
KG Proportional controller gain
1ω Rotor speed error
LI1, LI2 Open and close rate range of IV
LC1, LC2 Open and close rate range of CV
V1 Setting value for over-speed limit
KAX Auxiliary governor gain
ωi Rotor speed
Pe Electrical power
Hi Inertia constant
D Damping constant
R Percentage of governor loss
RT Equivalent drop
Xsys System state variable vector
Ysys System output
Usys Control input
J Objective function
q The weight assigned to distinct states
r The weight assigned to control channels
PGV Power of governor
PHP Power of HP
PIP Power of IP
PLP Power of LP
ω The rotational speed of the machine
Pref Load reference set point
xnew HBA new location
xprey Prey position
F The flag that promotes exploration
di Distance between the prey and the ith

badger
r1, r2, r3, and r4 Random variables
α Random control variable
β The parameter of the ability to receive

food
Ii Intensity factor
P12 Interrupted power
Kp, Ki, and Kd PID controller coefficients
Wi,j Weights of the output layer
wj,l Weights of the input layer
fj Activation function of neuron j in the

hidden layer
nh Number of neurons in the hidden layer
nϕ Number of neural network inputs
Tij Tie line synchronism coefficient
Tg The time constant of the governor
Tt The time constant of the steam turbine
Kr Steam turbine reheater constant
Bg Gas turbine valve position

Xg Gas governor leading time constant
Yg Gas governor lagging time constant
Tcr Gas turbine ignition system reaction time delay
Tf Gas turbine fuel time constant
Tcd Gas compressor discharge time constant

I. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of a power network is to efficiently
produce and distribute electrical power to end-users, while
simultaneously upholding established criteria for electrical
power quality. Two of the key criteria to consider are keeping
the network frequency in close range to the nominal value and
guaranteeing an uninterrupted supply of energy to consumers.
Power from electricity is a particular resource that requires a
constant balance between both production and consumption.
Alternatively, any variations in network frequency can lead
to instability and may end in serious damage to network
infrastructure, including turbines, motors, transformers, and
other related devices. Hence, to maintain the balance between
power generation and consumption and to ensure that the
network frequency maintains proximity to the required
nominal value, specific control and safety procedures are
used [1], [2], [3]. The initial control operation utilized to
achieve this purpose is referred to as primary frequency
control, while tertiary as well as secondary control act as
additional controls in this respect [4], [5], [6]. The properties
of primary and secondary frequency control, spanning their
dynamic behavior and necessary conditions, are reliant on a
variety of variables. These variables, which are fundamental
to the system, exhibit diversity among different networks [7],
[8], [9], [10]. Among the variables in consideration, the
network inertia constant, the load’s frequency dependency,
and the speed and quantity of units engaged in frequency
control, along with their available capacity, emerge as the
most crucial factors influencing the operation and control of
the network frequency [11], [12], [13].

Due to the wide dimensions of the power system, it is not
possible to control it centrally in the form of an integrated
system, and in practice, control plans are designed and
implemented hierarchically [14], [15]. For example, for load-
frequency management, the control of the first layer is done
through the governors in the generation unit and without
the need for a central controller, and the control of the
second layer is done through the automatic generation control
with the help of setting the reference of the governors of
several generation units in one area. For the control of the
next layers, the range of control is widened and the time
constant of the controllers is increased to avoid interference
of the controllers. Unlike the voltage range, the frequency
is almost the same at all points of the power system in a
steady state. Unbalance of active power due to events such as
sudden load change or entry and exit of generation units will
lead to a frequency deviation. Therefore, multi-area power
systems should be able to control the frequency changes
and stabilize them at a certain value through the control
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units of each area and interaction with the units of other
areas [16], [17], [18]. The relationship that exists between
the frequency in the electrical system and the spin rate of
the generator provides a direct connection between frequency
control and the monitoring of the turbine-generator unit’s
speed. The original implementation of speed control involved
the incorporation of a governor system, that detected the
machine’s speed and adjusted the input valve accordingly
to modify the mechanical power output. This adjustment
is made to effectively respond to changes in the load and
return the frequency to its designated nominal value. The load
frequency control system consists of three parts regulating
the speed of the steam turbine and the inertia of the system,
and to increase the efficiency of the thermal cycle and the
useful life of the turbine blades, multi-story turbines are
used. In this control system, by opening or closing the
steam valve, the steam flow on the turbine is regulated and
finally controls the output active power of the generator
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23].

After the occurrence of failures such as the exit of one
of the power generation units of the network, separation of
some areas, or a sudden change in the network load that
causes the balance between generation and consumption to
be disrupted, the power networks will experience sudden
changes in their frequency. These increasing or decreasing
changes in network frequency are always considered one of
the serious threats to the stability of this type of network.
Therefore, examining and analyzing the frequency response
of power systems in the moments after the occurrence of
accidents is always proposed as the first step in planning
to overcome this problem. Carrying out the differential
equations of power generators in the time domain to calculate
the rotation speed of generators is one of the methods that
can be used in this field [24], [25], [26]. However, due to
the very large computational volume of this method and the
need for system operators for a simpler method to analyze the
overall behavior of the network frequency, it is appropriate to
use other methods to investigate and analyze the frequency
response of the system. Therefore, defining the dynamic
structure of power generators in the form of an integrated
model along with filtering some unnecessary characteristics
of the frequency response of the system is one of the best
methods that can be used in this field. Therefore, estimating
and examining the frequency response of power systems in
the event of a sudden change in load, using accurate and fast
models, is one of the most important issues that has always
been the concern of the operators of these systems. One
of these methods, first order and at the same time accurate
models with the combination of PID controllers have been
presented to investigate the overall frequency behavior of
power networks. In addition, to simplify complex dynamic
models, optimization, and planning problems of power plant
units in the presence of frequency control constraints are
used. The use of such models can create a linear space in the
frequency relationships of these problems and, accordingly,

reach the optimal answer quickly and more precisely [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].

In the recent past, plenty of investigation has been
undertaken to improve the frequency stability of power
systems by optimizing the control parameters, in which the
PID controller has been used the most. In [34], an optimized
PID controller was presented using Kharitonov’s theorem to
control the load frequency, in [35], the quadratic regulator
approach with compensating pole technique was used to
design an optimal PID controller, in [36] a PID control
approach based on linear matrix inequality, in [37], a new
technique for FOPID controller design is presented, which
uses the Big Bang Big Crunch algorithm and internal model
control. Most PID controllers have been combined with fuzzy
systems [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], PSO [43], [44], [45],
[46], or designed using artificial neural networks (ANN)
[47], [48], [49], [50], [51]. Many controllers from the PID
family have been discussed in different references to solve
the problem of automatic frequency control in power systems
and improve the system response. Since the set of power
systems is a non-linear system and it is not possible to express
a precise mathematical model for it, in recent years, neural
network systems have been used as controllers to cover these
uncertainties and non-linearities. In [52], to maintain the
voltage-frequency stability of the power system, an ANN-
based PD controller is used and its results are compared with
the magnetotactic bacteria optimization algorithm. In [53],
to maintain the network frequency within the allowed range
due to resonance attacks, ANN based on an observer sliding
mode controller is used, in which resonance uncertainties
are considered as input and it is tried to use ANN to detect
and reduce them. In [54], the neural PID controller is used
to control the frequency of the network, where the ANN
consists of three hidden layers with 15 neurons, and its results
are compared with the fuzzy controller. In [55], to control
the frequency of the two-area system, ANN was used to
optimize the PID controller, and considering the challenges
of ANN training, the PSO algorithm was used to reduce
the mean squared error criterion for ANN training. In [56],
in addition to ANN, intelligent algorithms such as modified
particle swarm optimization with PI-PD controller are used
to control the voltage frequency of the network. Although
the presented methods have a good performance in frequency
control, most of the aforementionedmethods are only suitable
for a situation where the network parameters and components
do not change, and if there is a change in these values,
these types of controllers must be adjusted again through new
test data. In this type of controller, there are problems such
as a large number of inputs for training the network how
to choose the number of neurons in the middle layer, and
increasing the calculation time for online tasks. But it seems
that if we can create a fully adaptive controller that uses the
information of every moment of the system and according to
the changes in the operating points for the control problem,
the performance of the controller can be improved by quickly
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adjusting the control gains. One way to solve this problem
is to train ANN online using meta-heuristic algorithms in
such a way that for each change in the network through these
algorithms, in addition to controller optimization, ANN can
also be trained. Another challenge of such methods occurs
against a sudden drop in load due to the interruption of one
area and the increase of generation in another area, because
in this case, the problem of over-frequency has occurred,
which will be an unpredictable problem. Therefore, a special
provision should be made to control it.

In this article, a Neural Network-based adaptive PID
controller for over-frequency control is presented, which uses
the HBA algorithm (which is an algorithm with fast and
effective search in the problem space and creating interaction
between steps) to optimize and train the controller. In such
a way, the proposed controller is designed in two stages.
In stage 1, the gain values of the PID controller were
optimized by HBA for different values of loss of load (i.e.,
different values of interrupted tie line export power), while
in stage 2, a feed-forward ANN is trained to match the tie
line power measured to the corresponding HBA-PID gains
obtained in stage 1. So, the neural network would change
the gains of the PID controller based on the pre-fault value
of the tie-line power exported. The gains produced by the
neural network are nothing, but the HBA gains optimized in
stage one. Consequently, the PID responds adaptively as the
PID gains change with operating conditions. Hence, the main
contributions of this work are:

• Over-frequency control in islanded microgrid using a
Neural Network-based adaptive PID controller.

• Using the HBA algorithm to optimize the PID controller
at different load loss values.

• Applying the corresponding HBA-PID parameters to
train a feed-forward ANN thus obtaining an adaptive
HBA-based neural network capable of changing the PID
parameters according to the value of load loss.

The following parts of the paper are summarized as follows:
The first section provides an introduction, while the second
section presents a background on the issue of over-frequency
in power systems. The third section then discusses a case
study along with the first simulation results. The fourth
section of the paper introduces trains, validates, and simulates
the suggested self-tuning control technique using the HBA
algorithm. Finally, the fifth section concludes this piece of
work.

II. EXPLANATION OF THE OVER-FREQUENCY PROBLEM
AND ITS CONTROL INFRASTRUCTURE
Figure 1 shows an interconnected power system consisting of
steam turbine generators, where the tie-line is the connection
between areas 1 and 2. It can be seen that P12 is the power
transferred from area 1 to area 2. Suppose that area 2 is
separated from area 1 due to a fault. In this case, area 2 is
faced with a lack of generation, and as a result, a frequency
drop occurs in area 2, while area 1, is facedwith a sudden drop
in load, and due to the excess generation, the frequency of

FIGURE 1. Frequency changes in the areas of interconnected power
systems in island mode.

area 1 increases, and in the term, over frequency occurs. The
discussion in this article is to study and present a new method
for over-frequency control in steam turbines. According to the
standard, in the over-frequency state, the frequency swings
should be damped quickly, and the frequency overshoots
should not be more than 4% of the nominal frequency
value (52 Hz for a 50 Hz system), otherwise, the generating
unit protection system trip command will be issued. In the
following section, steam turbine components are modeled,
and the conventional frequency control structure and how to
determine its parameters are described.

A. MODELING OF STEAM TURBINE COMPONENTS
The steam released in the boiler is utilized to propel the
turbine in a steam turbine system. The high-pressure steam is
expanded inside a nozzle, and a part of its thermal energy is
converted into kinetic energy. By adhering to the principles
of reaction, this kinetic energy is then transformed into
mechanical energy. For steam turbines, to be more efficient,
there is a part called a reheater, in which the steam is returned
to the boiler after expansion and is reheated to the initial
temperature, then this steam is returned to the turbine for
expansion in the final stage of the turbine. Another part
that is located at the output of the steam turbine is the
condenser which works under a vacuum, which causes the
difference between the input and output pressure to produce
more turbine energy. In this way, they keep the cooling
system under vacuum and increase the pressure difference
by minimizing the output pressure. The exhaust steam of
the turbine, which is sucked into the cooler by the vacuum
system, is cooled by water and turned into distilled water,
and it is used to make steam again. To make full use of steam
energy, three turbine stages: the low-pressure (LP) turbine,
intermediate-pressure (IP) turbine, and high-pressure (HP)
turbine have been considered. The turbine shaft is connected
to the generator shaft. So, when the turbine shaft moves, the
generator rotates and electrical energy is produced. During
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this process, the steam loses its energy. Then the saturated
low-pressure steam passes through the condenser and turns
into a liquid. After that, the water is directed to the pumps of
the first stage and the cycle is complete. Therefore, this cycle
is constantly repeated to produce energy. Figure 2 shows
the block diagram and component model of a single reheat
tandem-compound steam turbine.

FIGURE 2. Single reheat tandem-compound steam turbine model.
(a) Turbine configuration and (b) Block diagram representation.

As seen in Figure 2(a), initially, the steam is introduced into
the high-pressure (HP) portion via a series of valves known as
control valves (CV). Subsequently, the high-pressure exhaust
steam undergoes a process of reheating within the reheater
section and subsequently proceeds into the intermediate-
pressure (IP) turbine section via a distinct set of valves known
as intercept valves (IV). Due to the high steam levels in
the reheater section, rapidly closing the CV valves will not
be sufficient to address the over-speed issue with the over-
frequency problem. Typically, control valves are employed
to modulate the frequency. Therefore, for the problem of
over-frequency, the best performance is to use IV valves
that control the steam flow of IP and LP sections ahead of
the reheater section. This part produces almost 70% of the
total power of the turbine. In Figure 2(b), the inlet steam
chest, reheater, and crossover models are shown with transfer
functions T1, T2, and T3, respectively as follows [52], [53],
[54], [55], [56]:

T1 =
1

1 + sTCH
(1)

T2 =
1

1 + sTRH
(2)

T3 =
1

1 + sTCO
(3)

where TCH, TRH, and TCO are the time constants of the inlet
steam chest, reheater, and crossover, respectively. The power
of HP, LP, and IP turbines is shown in Figure 2(b) with
fractions FHP, FLP, and FIP, respectively. One of the important
parts of a steam turbine in frequency control is the governor,
which is shown in Figure 3 functional block diagram of a
mechanical-hydraulic control (MHC) system in the structure
of a steam turbine. As you can see in Figure 3(a), the speed

output of the governor is compared with the speed/load
reference. This reference is determined by the state of the
speed changer. Finally, this obtained error signal is used to
control CV and IV valves. The IV valve is controlled by the
opening bias (IVOB) signal and is usually kept fully open,
but in the over-speed position due to the large speed error
signal created, the IVOB is removed, and the IV valves close
quickly. Finally, when the restored control signal reaches a
value lower than IVOB, the IV valves are fully opened again.
In Figure 3(b), TSR, TSM, and TSI are the time constants
of the speed relay, control valve servo motor, and intercept
valve servo motor, respectively. Also, KG is the proportional
controller gain related to the generator’s rotor speed and
its rotor speed error (1ω). Here, LI1 and LI2 are the open
and close rate range of IV, respectively. While LC1 and LC2
are the CV servo motors, respectively. Moreover, one of the
conventional parts of the MHC system used to limit over-
speed is the auxiliary governor, and when the speed exceeds
the set value of V1, it is activated in parallel with the main
governor with KAX gain and can effectively increase the gain
of the speed control loop. In this case, to limit over-speed,
CV and IV valves are closed quickly. Although this high gain
auxiliary governor limits the frequency maximum overshoot,
it causes the valves to open and close repeatedly near nominal
frequency leading to the sustained oscillation at a steady state.

FIGURE 3. MHC turbine-governing system model. (a) Functional block
diagram of MHC and (b) Governing system with intercept valve.

B. THE CONVENTIONAL STRUCTURE OF
OVER-FREQUENCY CONTROL BASED ON STATE EQUATION
ANALYSIS IN ISLAND MODE
Proper control of the network against disturbances and
smooth or sudden load changes requires knowledge of the
system and its accurate modeling. However, it is unnecessary
to model all the details of the network to study the effects of
sudden overload or load removal in the network, because the
speed of the secondary and tertiary loops is so low that they
practically do not play a role during the transients. In addition,
it is not necessary to model the details and fast transients,
as well as phenomena and slow network controllers that are
not effective in the primary frequency control in the studied
period. Therefore, the effect of inter-machine oscillations
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and transmission systems is not considered in the primary
frequency control. In generator- turbine i, the relationship
between the input-output power and its frequency will be
as Equation (4) according to the fluctuation equation per
unit [52], [53], [54], [55], [56].

2Hi
dωi(pu)

dt
= Tacci = Tmi−Tei = Pmi−Pei (4)

where ωi is the speed of the rotor in terms of p.u., Pmi is the
mechanical power supplied by the turbine, Pei is the electrical
power of the generator output and Hi is the inertia constant
in seconds. Equation (4) around the working point can be
written as Equation (5) for electrical and mechanical power
changes. Assume M = 2H [52], [53], [54], [55], [56].

Mi
d1ωi(pu)

dt
= 1Pmi − 1Pei (5)

In general, the system load consists of a wide range of loads,
including loads of resistive, heating, lighting, motor, etc.
For motor loads, including fans and pumps, the number of
consumption changes with the change of frequency and, as a
result, the change in the speed of the motors. Therefore,
system load changes will include a component proportional
to the frequency change and an independent component as
Equation (6). Here, D is the load-damping constant or load-
frequency sensitivity coefficient [52], [53], [54], [55], [56].

1PL = 1PL0 + D1ω, D =
∂PL
∂ω

(6)

Figure 4 depicts a simplified power system frequency model
where the total mechanical outputs of separate turbines drive
all the generators as an equivalent generator with an inertia
constant equal to Meq. The corresponding generator speed
represents the system frequency in this case. According to
Figure 4 and taking the Laplace transform, we reach the final
Equation (7) for system frequency changes. where 1Pm is
the total power produced by network generators and 1Pe is
the total electric load received from the generators [52], [53],
[54], [55], [56].

1ω (s) = 1f (s) =
1Pm (s) − 1Pe (s)

Meqs+ D
,

1Pm =

∑
i
1Pmi

1Pe =

∑
i
1Pei (7)

Since the study is on steam turbines, according to the details
provided in section II-A, by modifying Figure 4, the closed-
loop primary frequency control mechanism can be shown in
Figure 5. The variable R is the characteristic of the unit or
the percentage of governor loss and shows the dependence of
the change of the unit’s generation power on the frequency
changes in the steady state.

To participate units according to their rated power in
frequency control, the value of R is usually considered to be
almost the same for all generation units of a network and in
the range of 3 to 7%. In steady state, for a network and the ith

FIGURE 4. A simple frequency model with the equivalent generator.

unit, we will have Equation (8) [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]:

1f
fn

= −Ri
1Pmi
Pni

(8)

Here, the index n represents the nominal value. As a result,
the change in the total generation power of the system that has
several participating units in frequency control is expressed as
Equation (9) [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]:

1PT =

∑
i
1Pmi = −

1f
fn

∑
i

1
Ri
Pni (9)

From Equation (9), the equivalent drop (RT) for a network
with several generation units can be obtained as Equation (10)
[52], [53], [54], [55], [56].

RT =

∑
i 1Pmi∑
i
1
Ri
Pni

(10)

If an imbalance in the form of 1PL(s)= 1PL/s is applied
to the system, then the relationship governing the frequency
behavior of the system for Figure 5 will follow from
Equation (11), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

One of the conventional methods in frequency control is to
use the analysis of the state space equations according to the
dynamic behavior equations governing the over-frequency
pattern of the system in Figure 5. The state space pattern
for each island area with steam turbine i, with decentralized
design, is described as a set of Equations (12), where Xsys is
the system state variable vector, Ysys is the system output,
which here represents the frequency of the area ω, and in
Finally, Usys will be the system inputs.

Ẋsys = AsysXsys+BsysUsys
Ysys = CsysXsys (12)

The purpose of this study is to develop an optimum controller
that minimizes the objective function shown in Equation (13)
for the control input Usys. Function J denotes the aggregate
of state and control energy, with q and r representing the
corresponding weights assigned to distinct states and control
channels, respectively as shown in Eq. 13. When the value of
r is significantly more than q, the control energy experiences
a substantial penalty. Consequently, the implementation of
the control rule necessitates the utilization of small motors,
actuators, and amplifiers. Conversely, when the value of q far
exceeds that of r, the state experiences a substantial penalty,
leading to a system characterized by significant damping.

J =
1
2

∫ T

0
qX2

+rU2dt (13)
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FIGURE 5. Frequency model with a steam turbine.

As a result, according to the identification and determination
of system dynamics through states: PGV, PHP, PIP, PLP, and ω

in Figure 5, Equation (12) can be expressed as Equation (14),
as shown at the bottom of the next page, about the dynamic
pattern of the area under study. Eventually, given the primary
objective of enhancing the frequency response of the steam
turbine, the sole output of the system is the rotational speed ω

of the machine. Hence, the goal function can be expressed by
Equation (15), as shown at the bottom of the next page.Where
Pref represents the governor speed changer or load reference
setpoint.

III. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION RESULTS WITH
CONVENTIONAL CONTROL
This article presents an evaluation of the performance of
the suggested controller in various scenarios, comparing
it with conventional methods on Kundur’s two-area power
system. Figure 6 depicts the power system in this model,
which consists of two similar sections linked by a tie line.
Every section comes with a pair of identical 20 kilovolt/900
megavolt-ampere, 50 Hz generators. Every generator is
supplied with a static exciter and an inclusive prime mover.
The power capacity of area 1 exhibits a range of 67 to
1267 MW, whereas the power capacity of area 2 ranges
from 1467 to 2667 MW. Area 1 allows the transmission of
electrical power to Area 2 by the use of two 220 kV tie lines.
Once any line is tripped for any reason, the other line will be
overloaded and will trip as well causing the disconnection of
Area 1 from Area 2. Consequently, the frequency of Area 1 is
going to experience an increase correlated to themagnitude of
power being exported. Furthermore, Table 1 presents relevant
information on the system being investigated.

Initially, the performance of conventional techniques for
over-speed control, such as the intercept valve and auxiliary
governor, is discussed to gain a better understanding of the
performance of the suggested PID controller. As suggested
by the intercept valve technique, the use of high-speed valves

TABLE 1. Information about the power system.

at the outlet of the reheater serves to impede the flow of steam
toward the intermediate-pressure and low-pressure turbines
during instances of excessive rotational speed. Consequently,
the output power is decreased. Also in the auxiliary governor
technique, a high-value P controller comes into action once
the frequency exceeds 2%. Figure 7 shows how to model
prime mover in MATLAB software. Now the performance of
this model is evaluated with different load loss percentages in
Area 1. Figure 8 shows the performance results of traditional
techniques in reducing network frequency overshoot for
different load loss percentages in Area 1. Two important
factors in over-frequency control are the rapid reduction
of overshoot and being below 52 Hz and the reduction of
frequency fluctuations and being in a steady state. As you
can see in Figure 8, at first the intercept valve came into
action and reduced the severity of the frequency overshoot,
and then the auxiliary governor performed better and reduced
the frequency to some extent. In Figure 8(a), the overshoot
was above 51.5 Hz, finally, the frequency reached below
50.5 Hz and reached a steady state within 30 seconds,
in Figure 8(b), the overshoot was above 53 Hz, and finally,
the frequency has reached below 51 Hz, but it continues to
fluctuate for more than 40 seconds. In Figure 8(c) and (d),
the overshoot is above 54 Hz, and similar to the previous two
cases, it is still a fluctuating frequency and has not reached
a steady state. Moreover, Figure 8(e) shows the percentage
of frequency overshoot per load loss. As you can see, the
auxiliary governor technique was able to keep the overshoot
under 4% only up to 40% of load loss.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the conventional over-
speed control cannot solve the over-frequency problem when
the power loss exceeds 40% of the connected load, moreover,
the traditional auxiliary governor introduces permanent
frequency fluctuations. To solve this problem, in this article,

1ω (s) = 1f (s) = 1PL (s)

−

1
Meqs+D

1+ 1
RT

(
1

1+sTG

) (
1

1+sTCH

)
[FHP+

(
FIP

1+sTRH

)
+

(
FLP

(1+sTRH )(1+sTCO)

)
]
(

1
Meqs+D

)
 (11)
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FIGURE 6. Two-area, four-machine system.

FIGURE 7. Prime mover with auxiliary governors.

it is proposed to use a Neural Network-based Adaptive PID
controller using the HBA algorithm.

IV. DESIGN OF PROPOSED NEURAL NETWORK-BASED
ADAPTIVE PID CONTROLLER USING HBA ALGORITHM
Although the auxiliary governor can be used to limit over-
speed, the study shows that if the value of V1 in Figure 3
is not selected correctly, it will cause the instability of the
speed control in the island state of the system and the system
will be in fluctuating condition. Then the units on the
island will respond to the oscillations of the units with the
auxiliary governor. In the meantime, all the units will undergo
oscillation, leading to the ongoing movement of the steam
valves until the hydraulic systems of the governors deplete
their oil supply. This depletion will result in the tripping of the
unit and perhaps creating an electrical outage on the island.
Therefore, according to Figure 9, in this article, it is suggested
to use a prime mover with an additional PID controller
instead of a conventional high gain proportional auxiliary
governor. The structure of the proposed PID controller is
designed based on a nonlinear artificial neural network

(ANN) controller trained by the HBA algorithm. By using the
proposed controller, it is possible to consider the limitations
of the steam turbine variables systematically, but the use of
this method requires an accurate model of the process, which
was presented in the previous part of the necessary modeling.
The suggested control system employs a feed-forward Multi-
Layer Perception (MLP) neural network paradigm. The HBA
approach is further utilized for training and optimization. The
HBAmethod is described first, and then the various phases of
developing the suggested PID controller are covered in depth.

A. HBA OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The objective function is optimized in this article
using the Honey Badger Algorithm (HBA). By moving fast
over the search space and avoiding local optimal solutions,
this algorithm aims to find a balance between the exploration
and exploitation phases. Additionally, the HBA (Heuristic-
based Algorithm) has demonstrated its effectiveness in
addressing empirical challenges characterized by complex
search spaces. The primary stages of the HBA algorithm
are depicted in Figure 10 and may be simply outlined as
follows [57]:

1) EXPLORATION PHASE (HONEY PHASE)
In this phase, the honey badger follows a honeyguide bird to
a beehive and can be calculated as follows [57]:

xnew = xprey + F × r1 × α × di (16)

where the optimal prey position is represented by xprey and
the honey badger’s new location is indicated by xnew. The
random number r1 is a value between 0 and 1. Furthermore,
the distance between the ith badger and the prey is denoted by
di which can be calculated as follows [57]:

di = xprey−xi (17)

The density factor (α) regulates the randomization process
over time to ensure smooth transition from exploration to
exploitation. Furthermore, the variable α serves as a random
control factor that has the effect of reducing the overall variety
within the population. Its calculation may be determined


1ṖGV
1ṖHP
1ṖIP
1ṖLP
1ω̇

 =


−1/TG 0 0 0 −1/RTG
FHP/TCH −1/TCH 0 0 0

0 FIP/FHPTRH −1/TRH 0 0
0 0 FLP/FIPTCO −1/TCo 0
0 1/Meq 1/Meq 1/Meq 0
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 +


1/TG 0
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[
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J = ISE =
1
2

∫ T

0
q1ω2

+ r1Pref 2dt (15)
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FIGURE 8. Frequency changes in case 1. (a) 20% of load loss in Area 1,
(b) 40% of load loss in Area 1, (c) 60% of load loss in Area 1, (d) 80% of
load loss in Area 1 and (e) Frequency overshoot versus load loss for
traditional overspeed control.

by [57]:

α = 2 × exp
(

−t
MaxIt

)
(18)

FIGURE 9. Prime mover with additional proposed PID controller.

FIGURE 10. Flowchart of the HBA algorithm.

where t is the iteration number and MaxIt is the maximum
number of iterations. F works as the flag that alters search
direction and can be determined as follows [57], (19), as
shown at the bottom of the next page.
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FIGURE 11. Schematic diagram of the construction of the adopted neural
network model.

TABLE 2. Control parameters from ZN and HBA methods.

2) EXPLOITATION PHASE (DIGGING PHASE)
In this phase, the honey badger digs in a cardioid-shaped
motion and can be calculated as follows [57]:

xnew = xprey+F × β×Ii×xprey+F×r3×α×di
× |cos (2πr4) × [1 − cos (2πr5)]| (20)

where the variable ‘‘Ii’’ represents the intensity factor, which
is dependent upon the proximity between each pair of
neighboring search agents as well as the distance between
the prey and the honey badger. Moreover, r3, r4 and r5 are
represented by uniform random distributions that take a value
between 0 and 1. The parameter β, denoting the foraging
efficiency of the honey badger, was assigned a value of 6 in
the current study [57]. The initial values of HBA are selected
as follows [57]:
Honey badger number = 50, MaxIt = 30, β = 6, r1 =

r2 = r3 = r4 = r5 = 0.5 and F = 1. Moreover, the primary

FIGURE 12. Frequency changes in case 2. (a) 20% of load loss in Area 1,
(b) 40% of load loss in Area 1, (c) 60% of load loss in Area 1, (d) 80% of
load loss in Area 1 and (e) Frequency overshoot versus load loss for ZN
and HBA-based PID controllers.

procedures of the HBA algorithm can be succinctly outlined
as follows:

a. Initialize the number of search agents and their lower and
upper boundaries.

F =

{
1 if r2 ≤ 0.5
−1 else,

, r2 is a random number between 0 and 1 (19)
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FIGURE 13. Block diagram of the proposed control system.

FIGURE 14. Percentage reduction of control signal error of coefficients
kp, ki, kd in case 3.

b. Define the intensity Ii which represents the prey strength
and distance between the honey badger and the prey to
determine the motion speed of the honey badger.

c. Update the density factorα tomake a smooth transfer from
the exploration phase to the exploitation phase.

d. Variation of the search direction of the honey badger to
escape from the local optima regions and to provide better
opportunities for the honey badger to find the optimum
prey.

e. Update the agent’s position using the digging phase, where
the performance of the honey badger is the same as the
Cardioid shape.

f. Update the agent’s position using the honey phase, where
the honey badger wants to reach the beehive by following
the honeyguide bird.

g. If the new position is better than the last one, then the agent
position is updated using the new position.

h. After performing all iterations, display the best solution
and best position.

B. ANN CONTROLLER MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The architecture used to model neural networks is MLP.
An MLP network can be used as a general approximation.
This implies that the aforementioned network possesses

TABLE 3. Control parameters from HBA and ANN.

the capability to effectively estimate any smooth non-linear
function with a specified level of accuracy. The amount of
neurons in the network’s hidden layer affects this accuracy.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Control parameters from HBA and ANN.

TABLE 4. Output of different algorithms for 50% power loss.

This feature makes this structure popular in identifying non-
linear systems. Here, a back-propagation approach and a
tan sigmoid activation function have been utilized with a
feed-forward MLP with two hidden layers and 10 neurons
per layer. The schematic diagram of the proposed MLP
neural network architecture is shown in Figure 11. Finally,
Equation (21) shows the output of the neural network in terms
of the weights of the output layer and the hidden layer. The
input to the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) consists of
the interrupted power P12, which represents the loss of load.
The ANN output is then updated using three control settings,
namely Kp, Ki, and Kd.

ŷi (k) =

∑nh

j=1
Wi,jfj

(∑nϕ

l=1
wj,lϕl+wj,0

)
+Wi,0 (21)

where Wi,j are the weights of the output layer, wj,l is the
weights of the input layer, fj is the activation function of
neuron j in the hidden layer, nh is the number of neurons in the
hidden layer, and nϕ is the number of neural network inputs.

C. ANN TRAINING DATA
To train this controller, we need first to produce reliable
training data. As previously stated, the input to the artificial
neural network (ANN) consists of the interrupted power P12,
which represents the loss of load. The output of the ANN
is the updated values of three control parameters, namely
Kp, Ki, and Kd, which pertain to an auxiliary governor. The
utilization of the Honey Badger method, a widely recognized
optimization technique known for its resilience and rapid
convergence, is employed to derive the PID controller
parameters across various degrees of load reduction. In our
case study, we considered Levels from 10 % to 100 % Load
loss in steps of 10 %.

Where the mean square of error of the frequency of
the over-speeding generators is minimized to obtain the
corresponding optimum Kp, Ki, Kd parameters. Results can
be summarized as shown in Table 2. And simulations in
Figure 12 show the superiority of the HBA-based PID
controller when compared to traditional and Zieglar Nicholas
PID design. For example, in Figure 12(a), for 20% of load
loss, the HBA method reached a steady state in less than

FIGURE 15. PID controller output control signal in case 3. (a) 20% of load
loss in Area 1, (b) 40% of load loss in Area 1, (c) 60% of load loss in
Area 1, and (d) 80% of load loss in Area 1.

10 seconds, while in the ZN method, the frequency is still
fluctuating after 20 seconds. As you can see from other
results in Figure 12(b-d), the HBA method was able to
reduce the frequency overshoot from 52 Hz to the desired
range of 50 Hz for a maximum of 20 seconds for different
load loss percentages. Finally, Table 2 shows the results
of both HBA and ZN methods, that there is an obvious
difference in the choice of PID parameters between the two
methods. Furthermore, Figure 12(e) shows the percentage of
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TABLE 5. Sensitivity analysis of the proposed control strategy.

frequency overshoot per load loss, which can be concluded
by keeping the overshoot under 4% up to 80% of load loss
with the HBA method. Moreover, the HBA-PID controller
needs its parameters to be fine-tuned whenever the amount
of the interrupted power changes to optimize the frequency
response verifying the need for an adaptive neural controller
that would be capable of adapting to changes in Load loss
levels and provide the correct HBA optimized values for PID
controller.

D. ADAPTIVE NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING
The neural network will be trained using supervised training
to adjust the PID parameters to the different honey badger
parameters (presented in Table 2) based on the amount
of measured power loss. Moreover, ANN training methods
are generally classified into two categories: first-order and
second-order methods. In the first-order methods, only the
first-order gradient of the criterion function is used, and in
the second-order methods, the second-order gradient and the
Hessian matrix are used. The algorithm used in this section
will be the L-M algorithm. This algorithm, which is consid-
ered a second-order method, is one of the fastest algorithms in
ANN training and is more stable than methods like Newton’s
algorithm. In this algorithm, to ensure the invertibility of the
approximation of the Hessian matrix, a coefficient of the unit
matrix called the combination coefficient is added to it. More-
over, Figure 13 shows the training process for the proposed
controller.

E. VALIDATION OF ADAPTIVE NEURAL NETWORK
CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE
Numerous disturbances are taken into consideration to
confirm the efficacy of the suggested adaptive control
approaches. The interrupted power is considered in this study
to ensure the robustness of the suggested adaptive control
technique. The interrupted power will be altered between
5% and 90% with a step of 2.5% (35 points). HBA obtains
the PID controller parameters for each load loss (i.e., power
interruption) to minimize the goal function. These parameters
(Kp, Ki, Kd) are compared to the value provided by the ANN

with these conditions to check online control parameters
adaptation. Figure 14 shows the percentage reduction of
control signal error of coefficients kp, ki, kd by ANN
according to the data obtained from the HBA algorithm.
The purpose of using ANN is to reduce the error percentage
of HBA and provide a controller whose Kp, Ki, and Kd
parameters are capable of changing and adapting to different
load loss conditions.

All these results are shown in Table 3. As you can see, the
maximum error reduction by ANN for kp is 7.663%, ki is
8.87% and kd is 8.681%, which shows the good performance
of the proposed controller. Moreover, a comparison is made
between the control signal of the PID controller optimized
with HBA and the proposed ANN for different load losses,
which is shown in Figure 15. As you can see, there is a slight
difference between the output of the PID controller during the
two approaches of HBA and ANN.

FIGURE 16. Convergence curve of fitness function for different
algorithms.

Next, in Figure 16 and Table 4, to show the better
performance of the HBA algorithm, a comparison with the
PSO [43], and CHIMP [58] optimization algorithms has been
made for 50% Power Loss. As you can see in Figure 16,
the convergence curve of the fitness function obtained by the
HBA algorithm has a lower value, which is shown in Table 4
of the output values of the algorithms.
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TABLE 6. Evaluation and comparison of different strategies of frequency control in keeping frequency within safe limits.

F. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In this part, to show the effect of dynamic parameters on the
performance of the proposed strategy, a series of uncertainties

on the parameters including governor servomotor time
constant (TSM), inlet steam chest (TCH), Reheater time
constant (TRH), cross-over time constant (TCO), and system
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inertia (H), is considered for sensitivity analysis. To show
the robustness of the proposed controller strategy, wide
uncertainty according to Table 5 has been applied for the
dynamic values for 20%, 50% and 80% power loss in the
first area. The maximum and minimum frequency values are
shown in Table 5 for parameters uncertainty (±25%). Results
show that the system performance is more sensitive to the
changes of system inertia (H).

Finally, in Table 6, a comparison and evaluation between
some strategies presented in frequency control of multi-area
systems is shown. Some criteria such as the type of strategy
and proposed controller structure, indicators, characteristics
of each strategy, network type, and maximum disturbance
load in percentage are considered.

V. CONCLUSION
The paper shows the superiority and adaptability of Neural
Network controllers when trained using proper data. It has
been shown that PID controller based on recent robust
optimization techniques can provide better results than
traditional designs, however, such PID-optimized parameters
vary as the operating condition and disturbance value varies.
Here Neural Networks come in handy when trained with the
aforementioned data they can adapt and change the controller
parameters to the correct values once they recognize the
operating condition situation. Moreover, results show that the
proposed adaptable controller has the capability of keeping
frequency within safe limits for disturbances reaching 85%
of area load without any fluctuations in the response and with
an ISE value of 7.708 × 10−4 and an MDR of 0.1237 has
a favorable performance while the conventional Ziegler
Nicholas controller and the traditional auxiliary high gain
P controller succeed only at a maximum of 52 % and 40%
of the load loss respectively. It is worth mentioning that the
P controller has the extra disadvantage of introducing long-
period frequency oscillations. Another suggestion to improve
the proposed strategy is to use neural networks based on
the predictive model with an error compensator, to increase
the accuracy of the controller in addition to reducing the
calculations and training data.
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